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Chapter 2Games and Regularity Properties
In this hapter, we fous on the onnetion between in�nite games and regularityproperties for sets of reals. Roughly speaking, a set of reals with a regularityproperty an be approximated by some simple sets (e.g., open sets or Borel sets)modulo some small sets.We haraterize almost all the known regularity properties for sets of reals viathe Baire property for some topologial spaes and use Banah-Mazur games toprove the general equivalene theorems between the regularity properties, foringabsoluteness, and the transendene properties over some anonial inner models.With the help of these equivalene results, we answer some open questions fromset theory of the reals.In this hapter, we work in ZFC. We assume that readers are familiar with theelementary theories of foring and desriptive set theory. (For basi de�nitionsnot given in this paper, see [37, 66℄.) When we are talking about \reals", wemean elements of the Baire spae !! or of the Cantor spae !2. In this hapter,we use R for Mathias foring and we will not use it for the real line or the set ofall reals.2.1 P-Baireness and P-measurabilityIn this setion, we introdue two kinds of regularity properties for sets of realsfor a wide lass of foring notions P and ompare them. The �rst one is alledP-Baireness, whih was impliitly mentioned in the paper by Feng, Magidor,and Woodin [25℄. The idea of P-Baireness is to redue properties for sets ofreals to the Baire property in the Stone spae of P by taking the ontinuouspreimages of sets of reals in the Stone spae of P. Sets of reals with the P-Baireness behave niely in foring extensions by P beause ontinuous funtionsfrom the Stone spae of P to the reals orrespond to P-names for reals. Theseond one is alled P-measurability, whih is a generalization of almost all theknown regularity properties for sets of reals. Sine almost all the known regularity33



34 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesproperties ome from tree-type forings, we �rst introdue a wide lass of tree-type forings alled strongly arboreal forings. As is mentioned in the introdutionof this hapter, a set of reals with a regularity property an be approximated bysome simple sets modulo small sets. To eah strongly arboreal foring P, we willassoiate a �-ideal IP whih will be the set of small sets in this ontext and give thede�nition of P-measurability. After introduing these two regularity properties,we will investigate the onnetion between them.From now on, we work with only separative partial orders: A partial order Pis separative if for any two elements p; q of P, if p � q, then there is an r � pwith r?q. Every Boolean algebra is separative. The advantage of working withseparative partial orders is that one an identify P and its image via iP inBP where(BP; iP) is a ompletion of P, namely the embedding i is isomorphi between P andits image. From now on, we always identify P and its image inside a ompletionof P.We start with P-Baireness. We reall the de�nition of Stone spaes from x 1.4.For a partial order P, the Stone spae of P (denoted by St(P)) is the set of allultra�lters on BP equipped with the topology generated by fOb j b 2 BPg, whereBP is a ompletion of P and Ob = fu 2 St(P) j u 3 bg. For example, if P isCohen foring C , then St(C ) is homeomorphi to the Cantor spae !2. Densesets in P are the same as open dense subsets in St(P): If D is a dense subset ofP, then the set SfOp j p 2 Dg is open dense in St(P), where i is a unique denseembedding from P to BP. Conversely, if U is an open dense subset of St(P), thenfp 2 P j Op � Ug is a dense open subset of P.Next, we disuss meagerness and the Baire property in St(P). We should �rstobserve that this spae meets our requirement:Lemma 2.1.1. Let P be a separative partial order. Then St(P) is a Baire spae,i.e., any nonempty open set in St(P) is not meager.Proof. We show that Ob is not meager for eah b in BP. Sine P is dense in BP, itsuÆes to show that Op is not meager for eah p in P. Sine any nowhere denseset is a subset of a losed nowhere dense set (the losure of a nowhere dense setis again nowhere dense by de�nition) and the omplement of a losed nowheredense set is an open dense set, it suÆes to show that Op intersets with theountable intersetion of any open dense sets in St(P) for eah p 2 P.Take any p 2 P and let fUn j n 2 !g be a ountable set of open densesubsets of St(P). We would like to prove that the intersetion Op with Tn2! Unis nonempty. We onstrut a desending sequene hpn 2 P j n 2 !i suh thatp0 � p and Opn � Un for eah n 2 !. This is possible beause eah Un is opendense in St(P). Then onsider any ultra�lter u extending fpn j n 2 !g (we useZorn's Lemma here). Then u belongs to Op and Un for eah n 2 !. Hene theintersetion Op with Tn2! Un is nonempty.Before de�ning P-Baireness, let us see the onnetion between Baire mea-surable funtions from St(P) to the reals and P-names for reals. Let X; Y be



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 35topologial spaes. Then a funtion f : X ! Y is Baire measurable if for anyopen set U in Y , f�1(U) has the Baire property in X. Baire measurable fun-tions are the same as ontinuous funtions modulo meager sets: Let X; Y betopologial spaes and assume Y is seond ountable, i.e., there is a ountablebase for the topology of Y . Then it is fairly easy to see that a funtion f : X ! Yis Baire measurable if and only if there is a omeager set D in X suh that f�Dis ontinuous.There is a natural orrespondene between Baire measurable funtions fromSt(P) to the reals and P-names for reals:Lemma 2.1.2 (Feng, Magidor, and Woodin). Let P be a separative partial order.1. If f : St(P) ! !! is a Baire measurable funtion, then�f = �(m;n)�; p) j Op n fu 2 St(P) j f(u)(m) = ng is meager	is a P-name for a real.2. Let � be a P-name for a real. De�ne f� as follows: For u 2 St(P) andm;n 2 !, f� (u)(m) = n () (9p 2 u) p  �( �m) = �n:Then the domain of f� is omeager in St(P) and f� is ontinuous on the domain.Hene it an be uniquely extended to a Baire measurable funtion from St(P) tothe reals modulo meager sets.3. If f : St(P) ! !! is a Baire measurable funtion, then f�f and f agree ona omeager set in St(P). Also, if � is a P-name for a real, then  �f� = � .Proof. The result is due to Feng, Magidor, and Woodin [25, Theorem 3.2℄. Forthe sake of ompleteness, we will give a proof.Let us �rst �x some notation. When f is a funtion from St(P) to !! andm;n are natural numbers, we write Afm;n = fu 2 St(P) j f(u)(m) = ng.Let us start with proving the �rst item. We show that �f is a P-name for areal assuming f : St(P) ! !! is Baire measurable. Take any P-generi �lter Gover V . We prove that �Gf is a funtion from ! to !. By the de�nition of �f , it iseasy to show that �Gf is a subset of ! � !.We �rst laim that it is a funtion. Suppose (m;n1); (m;n2) 2 �Gf for naturalnumbers m;n1, and n2. We show that n1 = n2. By the assumption, there arepi 2 G (i = 1; 2) suh that ((m;ni)�; pi) 2 �f for i = 1; 2 . By the de�nition of �f ,Opi nAfm;ni is meager in St(P) for i = 1; 2. Sine p1; p2 2 G and G is a �lter, thereis a p suh that p � p1; p2. Hene Op n Afm;ni is meager in St(P) for i = 1; 2. ByLemma 2.1.1, Op is not meager in St(P). Hene Op \Afm;n1 \Afm;n2 is not meagerand espeially non-empty. Take any element u from Op \ Afm;n1 \ Afm;n2 . By thede�nition of Afm;ni for i = 1; 2, n1 = f(u)(m) = n2, as desired.We prove that m 2 dom(�Gf ) for every natural number m. Fix an m. Sine fis Baire measurable, the set D = fp 2 P j (9n 2 !) OpnAfm;n is meagerg is dense.



36 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesBy the generiity of G, there is a p both in G and D. Then Op n Afm;n is meagerfor some n and hene ((m;n)�; p) 2 �f whih means that �Gf (m) = n, as desired.We show the seond item. Let � be a P-name for a real. We �rst show that thedomain of f� is omeager in St(P). If we set Dm = fp 2 P j (9n) p  �( �m) = �ngand Um = SfOp j p 2 Dmg for eah m 2 !, dom(f� ) = Tm2! Um. Sine � is aP-name for a real, Dm is dense and hene Um is open dense in St(P) for eah m.So dom(f� ) is omeager in St(P).We next show that f� is a funtion. Let u 2 dom(f� ) and assume f� (u)(m) =n1 and f� (u)(m) = n2 for natural numbers m;n1, and n2. We show that n1 = n2.By the de�nition of f� , there are pi 2 u suh that pi  �( �m) = �ni for i = 1; 2.Sine u is a �lter, there is a p suh that p � pi for eah i = 1; 2, whih yieldsp  �n1 = �( �m) = �n2. Hene n1 = n2.We �nally show that f� is Baire measurable. We prove that Af�m;n has theBaire property in St(P) for all natural numbers m and n. Let U = SfOp jp  �( �m) = �ng. We show that U \ dom(f� ) = Af�m;n \ dom(f� ). If u is inU \ dom(f� ), then there is a p 2 u suh that p  �( �m) = �n. By the de�nitionof f� , f� (u)(m) = n and hene u 2 Af�m;n \ dom(f� ). Conversely, if u is inAf�m;n \dom(f� ), then f� (u)(m) = n and there is a p 2 u suh that p  �( �m) = �n.Hene u 2 U \ dom(f� ).We prove the third item. We �rst show that f�f and f agree on a omeager setif f is Baire measurable. First note that ifOpnAfm;n is meager, then f�f and f agreeon Op\Afm;n. For let u be in Op\Afm;n. Sine OpnAfm;n is meager, ((m;n)�; p) 2 �f ,in partiular, p  �f( �m) = �n. By the de�nition of f�f , f�f (u)(m) = n, as desired.Sine f is Baire measurable, the set D = fp 2 P j (9n 2 !) Op nAfm;n is meagergis dense and hene the set A = SSn2!fOp \ Afm;n j Op n Afm;n is meagerg isomeager. But f�f and f agree on A, as desired.We next show that �Gf� = �G for eah P-name � for a real and a P-generi �lterG over V . Suppose �Gf� (m) = n. We show that �G(m) = n. Sine �Gf� (m) = n,there is a p 2 G suh that ((m;n)�; p) 2 �f� . By the de�nition �f� , Op n Af�m;n ismeager. Then by the de�nition of f� , the set fu 2 St(P) j (9p0 2 u) p0  �( �m) =�ng is omeager in Op, whih means that the set fp0 � p j p0  �( �m) = �ng isdense below p. Sine p 2 G, by the generiity of G, there is a p0 2 G suh thatp0  �( �m) = �n. Hene �G(m) = n, as desired.Now we de�ne the property P-Baireness. Let P be a separative partial orderand A be a set of reals. Then A is P-Baire if for any Baire measurable funtionf : St(P) ! !!, f�1(A) has the Baire property in St(P). It is easy to see thatevery Borel set of reals is P-Baire for any P by the same argument as for the Baireproperty we gave in the paragraphs after De�nition 1.8.1.Next we introdue P-measurability. We start with de�ning a lass of tree-type forings we will work on from now on. A partial order P is arboreal if itsonditions are perfet trees on ! (or on 2) ordered by inlusion. But this lass offorings ontains some trivial forings suh as P = f<!!g. We need the following



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 37stronger notion:De�nition 2.1.3. A partial order P is strongly arboreal if it is arboreal and thefollowing holds: (8T 2 P) (8t 2 T ) Tt 2 P;where Tt = fs 2 T j either s � t or s � tg.Note that every strongly arboreal foring is separative (if S � T , then thereis an s 2 S n T and hene Ss � S and Ss?T ).With strongly arboreal forings, we an ode generi objets by reals in thestandard way: Let P be strongly arboreal and G be P-generi over V . Let xG =Sfstem(T ) j T 2 Gg. Then xG is a real and G = fT 2 P j xG 2 [T ℄g, where [T ℄is the set of all in�nite paths through T . Hene V [xG℄ = V [G℄. We all suh realxG a P-generi real over V .Almost all typial forings related to regularity properties are strongly arbo-real:Example 2.1.4.1. Cohen foring C : Let T0 be <!!. Consider the partial order �f(T0)s j s 2<!!g;��. Then this is strongly arboreal and equivalent to Cohen foring.2. Random foring B : Consider the set of all perfet trees T on 2 suh thatfor any t 2 T , [Tt℄ has a positive Lebesgue measure, ordered by inlusion. Thenthis foring is strongly arboreal and equivalent to random foring.3. Hehler foring D : For (n; f) 2 D , letT(n;f) = nt 2 <!! j either t � f�n or�t � f�n and �8m 2 dom(t)� t(m) � f(m)�o:Then the partial order (fT(n;f) j (n; f) 2 D g;�) is strongly arboreal and equiva-lent to Hehler foring.4. Mathias foring R: For a ondition (s; A) in R, letT(s;A) = ft 2 <!! j t is stritly inreasing and s � ran(t) � s [ Ag:Then fT(s;A) j (s; A) 2 Rg is a strongly arboreal foring equivalent to Mathiasforing.5. Eventually di�erent foring E : For a ondition (s; F ) in E , letT(s;F ) = ft 2 <!! j either t � s or�t � s and (8f 2 F ) �8n 2 dom(t n s)� t(n) 6= f(n)�g:Then fT(s;F ) j (s; F ) 2 Eg is a strongly arboreal foring equivalent to eventuallydi�erent foring.6. Saks foring S, Silver foring V, Miller foring M , Laver foring L: Theseforings an be naturally seen as strongly arboreal forings.



38 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesWe now introdue a �-ideal IP on the reals expressing \smallness" for eahstrongly arboreal foring P.De�nition 2.1.5. Let P be a strongly arboreal foring. A set of reals A is P-nullif for any T in P there is a T 0 � T suh that [T 0℄ \A = ;. Let NP denote the setof all P-null sets and IP denote the �-ideal generated by P-null sets, i.e., the setof all ountable unions of P-null sets.Example 2.1.6.1. Cohen foring C : C -null sets are the same as nowhere dense sets in theBaire spae !! and IC is the ideal of meager sets in the Baire spae.2. Random foring B : B -null sets are the same as Lebesgue null sets in theBaire spae and IB is the Lebesgue null ideal.3. Hehler foring D : D -null sets are the same as nowhere dense sets in thedominating topology, i.e., the topology generated by f[s; f ℄ j (s; f) 2 D g where[s; f ℄ = fx 2 !! j s � x and (8n � dom(s)) x(n) � f(n)g:Hene ID is the meager ideal in the dominating topology.4. Eventually di�erent foring E : E -null sets are the same as nowhere densesets in the eventually di�erent topology E , i.e., the topology generated by f[s; F ℄ j(s; F ) 2 Eg where[s; F ℄ = fx 2 !! j s � x and (8f 2 F ) (8n � dom(s)) x(n) 6= f(n)g:Hene IE is the meager ideal in the topology E .5. Mathias foring R: A set of reals A is R-null if and only if fran(x) j x 2A \A0g is Ramsey null or meager in the Ellentuk topology, where A0 is the setof stritly inreasing in�nite sequenes of natural numbers. Hene IR = NR.6. Saks foring S: In this ase, IS = NS by a standard fusion argument. Theideal IS is alled the Marzewski ideal and often denoted by s0.As with Saks foring, all the typial non- tree-type forings admitting afusion argument satisfy the equation IP = NP. In the ase of  forings, IP isoften di�erent from NP (e.g., Cohen foring and Hehler foring).We now introdue P-measurability:De�nition 2.1.7. Let P be strongly arboreal. A set of reals A is P-measurableif for any T in P there is a T 0 � T suh that either [T 0℄ \ A 2 IP or [T 0℄ nA 2 IP.As is expeted, P-measurability oinides with a known regularity propertyfor P when P is :Proposition 2.1.8. Let P be a strongly arboreal,  foring and let A be a setof reals. Then A is P-measurable if and only if there is a Borel set B suh thatA4B 2 IP, where A4B is the symmetri di�erene between A and B.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 39Proof. The diretion from right to left follows from the fat that every Borel setof reals is P-measurable whih will be proved in Lemma 2.1.15.For the other diretion, suppose A is P-measurable and we will �nd a Borelset approximating A modulo IP. Sine A is P-measurable, the set D = fT 2 P jeither [T ℄ \ A 2 IP or [T ℄ nA 2 IPg is dense. We take a maximal antihain A inD and de�ne B = Sf[T ℄ j T 2 A and [T ℄ n A 2 IPg. Then sine A is ountableby the -ness of P, B is Borel and A4B 2 IP beause D is dense.This argument does not work for non- forings suh as Saks foring. Forexample, assuming every �11 set has the perfet set property (i.e., either the setis ountable or ontains a perfet subset), there is no �11 Bernstein set (i.e., a setwhere neither it nor its omplement ontains a perfet subset) but for a �11 setof reals A, A is approximated by a Borel set modulo IS if and only if A is Borel.This is beause IS restrited to analyti sets (or o-analyti sets) is the set of allountable sets of reals by the assumption that every �11 set has the perfet setproperty.But P-measurability is almost the same as the regularity properties for non- forings P, e.g., for Mathias foring, a set of reals A is R-measurable if andonly if fran(x) j x 2 A \ A0g is ompletely Ramsey (or has the Baire propertyin the Ellentuk topology), where A0 is the set of all stritly inreasing in�nitesequenes of natural numbers. Also, for Saks foring, the following holds:Proposition 2.1.9 (Brendle, L�owe). Let � be a topologially reasonable point-lass on the Cantor spae !2, i.e., it is a set of subsets of the Cantor spae losedunder ontinuous preimages on the Cantor spae and any intersetion between aset in � and a losed set in the Cantor spae. Then every set in � is S-measurableif and only if there is no Bernstein set in �.1Proof. See [20, Lemma 2.1℄.We now introdue a (possibly �ner) ideal IP� whih will be entral to ourtheorems:De�nition 2.1.10. Let P be a strongly arboreal foring. A set of reals A is inIP� if for any T in P there is a T 0 � T suh that [T 0℄ \ A is in IP.Question 2.1.11. Let P be a strongly arboreal, proper foring. Can we proveIP = IP�?We give some easy observations onerning Question 2.1.11:1In general, the property not being a Bernstein set does not imply S-measurability whilethe onverse is true. By using the axiom of hoie, we an onstrut a set of reals whih is notS-measurable but is not a Bernstein set.



40 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesLemma 2.1.12. Let P be a strongly arboreal foring.1. The ideal IP is a subset of IP�.2. A set of reals A is P-measurable if and only if for any T in P there is aT 0 � T suh that either [T 0℄ \ A 2 IP� or [T 0℄ n A 2 IP� holds. Hene we getthe same notion of measurability even if we replae IP by IP� in the de�nition ofP-measurability.3. If P is , then IP = IP�.4. If IP = NP, then IP = IP�. Hene IP = IP� for any typial non- tree-typeforing admitting a fusion argument.5. (Brendle) Suppose P satis�es the following ondition: For any maximalantihain A in P, there is a maximal antihain A0 suh that for any two distintelements T; T 0 of A0, [T ℄ and [T 0℄ are disjoint and A0 re�nes A, i.e., for any T 0 inA0 there is a T in A with T 0 � T . Then IP = IP�.Saks foring is a typial example of the ondition in 5. But we do not knowof any strongly arboreal P satisfying the ondition but whih are neither  norsatisfying IP = NP.Proof. We will prove only 5. The rest are straightforward. Suppose P satis�esthe above ondition and let A be in IP�. We prove A is in IP. Sine A is in IP�,the set of all T in P suh that [T ℄ \ A 2 IP is dense in P. Hene we an takea maximal antihain A ontained in this set. By the ondition, we may assumefor any two distint elements T1, T2 of A, [T1℄ and [T2℄ are pairwise disjoint. Foreah T in A, [T ℄ \ A 2 IP. So we an pik fNn;T j n 2 !g suh that eah Nn;Tis P-null and Sn2!Nn;T = [T ℄ \ A. Let Nn = ST2ANn;T for eah n 2 !. SineA nSn2!Nn is P-null, the proof is omplete if we prove the following:Claim 2.1.13. For eah n 2 !, Nn is P-null.Proof of Claim 2.1.13. Take any T 0 in P. Sine A is a maximal antihain, we antake a T 2 A suh that T and T 0 are ompatible. Take a ommon extension T 00of T and T 0. Then [T 00℄\Nn = [T 00℄\Nn;T beause of the property of A. But weknow that Nn;T is P-null. Hene we an take a further extension of T 00 disjointfrom Nn. � (Claim 2.1.13)Before investigating the relation between P-Baireness and P-measurability,we �rst look at the P-name for a generi real we de�ned in the paragraph afterDe�nition 2.1.3 and its orresponding Baire measurable funtion from St(P) tothe reals given in Lemma 2.1.2. Reall that xG is a generi real onstruted froma generi objet G for any strongly arboreal foring P. Let _xG be a anonialP-name for xG.Example 2.1.14. Let P be strongly arboreal. Then f _xG(u)(m) = n if and onlyif there is a T in u suh that stem(T )(m) = n, where f _xG is the orresponding



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 41Baire measurable funtion from St(P) to the reals given in Lemma 2.1.2. Henef _xG(u) = Sfstem(T ) j T 2 ug for u 2 dom(f _xG), as is expeted.From now on, we use � for denoting f _xG throughout this hapter.We give the relation between P-Baireness and P-measurability. Reall thatIP� is a tehnial ideal introdued in De�nition 2.1.10 whih is the same as IP formost ases.Lemma 2.1.15 (P-Baireness vs. P-measurability). Let P be a strongly arboreal,proper foring and A be a set of reals. Then1. A is in IP� if and only if ��1(A) is meager in St(P), and2. A is P-measurable if and only if ��1(A) has the Baire property in St(P).In partiular, if A is P-Baire, then A is P-measurable. Hene every Borel set isP-measurable by the paragraph after Lemma 2.1.2.Note that P-measurability does not imply P-Baireness in general.2Proof of Lemma 2.1.15. Note that the domain of � is omeager in St(P) and � isontinuous on it by Lemma 2.1.2.The following are useful for the proof:Claim 2.1.16. (a) For T in P and u 2 dom(�), if T 2 u, then �(u) 2 [T ℄.(b) For T in P, the onverse of (a) holds for omeager many u, i.e., for omeagermany u in St(P), u is in the domain of � and if �(u) 2 [T ℄, then T 2 u.Proof of Claim 2.1.16. For (a), suppose T 2 u. We prove �(u)�n 2 T for eahn 2 !. Fix a natural number n. Then by Example 2.1.14, there is a T 0 in usuh that stem(T 0) � �(u)�n. Sine both T and T 0 are in u, they are ompatible,espeially stem(T 0) 2 T (otherwise [T ℄ \ [T 0℄ = ;). Hene �(u)�n 2 T .For (b), take any T in P. Then the set DT = fT 0 2 P j T 0 � T or [T 0℄\[T ℄ = ;gis dense in P. (Take any T 0. If T 0 * T , then there is a t0 2 T 0 n T . By strongarborealness of P, T 0t0 2 P and [T 0t0 ℄ \ [T ℄ = ;.) Sine DT is dense, the setfu j u \DT 6= ;g is open dense in St(P). Hene it suÆes to show that if u is indom(�), u \ DT 6= ; and �(u) 2 [T ℄, then T 2 u. Suppose T =2 u. Then sineu \DT 6= ;, there is a T 0 2 u suh that [T 0℄ \ [T ℄ = ;. By (a), �(u) 2 [T 0℄, hene�(u) =2 [T ℄, a ontradition. � (Claim 2.1.16)We prove the �rst item of Lemma 2.1.15. We start with the diretion fromleft to right.We �rst show that ��1(A) is meager if A is in NP. If A is in NP, then theset D = fT j [T ℄ \ A = ;g is dense in P. Hene the set of all u 2 dom(�) with2For example, if A is a �12 (lightfae) set of reals universal for �12 (boldfae) sets of reals andif every �12 (lightfae) set of reals has the Baire property but there is a �12 (boldfae) set of realswithout the Baire property, then A is C -measurable by Proposition 2.1.8, but A is not C -Bairebeause every�12 subset of the Cantor spae is a ontinuous preimage of A and every ontinuouspreimage of A has to have the Baire property in the Cantor spae for the C -Baireness of A.



42 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesu\D 6= ; is omeager. But if u is in the omeager set, then there is a T 2 u\Dand by Claim 2.1.16 (a), �(u) 2 [T ℄ and [T ℄ \ A = ;, in partiular �(u) =2 A.Therefore ��1(A) is meager.We have seen that ��1(A) is meager assuming A is in NP. Sine IP is the�-ideal generated by sets in NP, ��1(A) is meager for all A in IP.We show that ��1(A) is meager if A is in IP�. Sine A is in IP�, the setD0 = fT j [T ℄ \ A 2 IPg is dense in P. We use the following well-known fat:Fat 2.1.17. Let X be a topologial spae and A be a subset of X. Then�SfU j U is open and U \ A is meager g� \ A is meager.Proof of Fat 2.1.17. See, e.g., [45, Theorem 8.29℄.Sine D0 is dense, SfOT j T 2 D0g is open dense. By the above fat, it suÆesto prove that OT \ ��1(A) is meager for any T in D0.Take any T in D0. By the de�nition of D0, we know that [T ℄\A is in IP. Hene��1([T ℄\A) is meager in St(P). But by Claim 2.1.16 (a), OT \��1(A)\dom(�) ���1([T ℄\A). Sine dom(�) is omeager in St(P), OT \��1(A) is almost inludedin the meager set ��1([T ℄ \ A). Therefore, OT \ ��1(A) is meager as desired.Next, we see the diretion from right to left for the equivalene of the �rstitem of Lemma 2.1.15. Suppose ��1(A) is meager. Take any T in P and we will�nd an extension T 0 of T suh that [T 0℄ \ A is in IP. Sine ��1(A) is meager,then there is a sequene hUn j n 2 !i of open dense sets in St(P) suh thatTn2! Un \ ��1(A) = ;. For eah n 2 !, let Dn = fS 2 P j OS � Ung. Sine Un isopen dense in St(P), Dn is dense open in P. We hoose a sequene hAn j n 2 !iof maximal antihains suh that An � Dn, for eah element S of An, the lengthof stem(S) is greater than n, and An+1 re�nes An, i.e., every element of An+1 isbelow some element in An.Now we use the properness of P to treat eah An as \ountable". Let � be asuÆiently large regular ardinal and X be a ountable elementary substrutureof H� suh that P; T; hAn j n 2 !i are in X. By properness, there is an (X;P)-generi ondition T 0 below T . We show that [T 0℄\A is in IP, whih will ompletethe proof of the �rst item of Lemma 2.1.15.Consider the setB = \n2![f[S℄ j S 2 An \Xg n [n2!f[S℄ \ [S 0℄ j S; S 0 2 An \X and S 6= S 0g:So B is the set of all xs uniquely deiding whih ondition from An ontains itfor eah n. By the property of hAn j n 2 !i, it will generate a �lter oming fromelements in Ans. The point is that any ultra�lter u extending that �lter satis�es�(u) = x, the given element, and that u is in Un for eah n. This will play a rolefor the argument.Now we laim [T 0℄nB 2 IP and B \A = ;. We will be done if we prove them.The fat that [T 0℄nB 2 IP follows from the fat that fS j S 2 An\Xg is predense



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 43below [T 0℄ for eah n beause T 0 is (X;P)-generi and from that [S℄ \ [S 0℄ 2 IPfor eah S; S 0 2 An \X with S 6= S 0 beause An is an antihain, and from thatAn \X is ountable for eah n.To prove B \A = ;, take any element x from B. As we mentioned above, foreah n 2 !, there is a unique element Sn in An \ X with x 2 [Sn℄. Sine An+1re�nes An, Sn+1 � Sn for eah n. Hene the set fSn j n 2 !g generates a �lterFx. Take any ultra�lter u extending Fx. We laim that �(u) = x and u 2 Un foreah n. By the property of hAn j n 2 !i, the length of stem(Sn) is greater thann. Hene, by Example 2.1.14, �(u) is already deided to be x by Sn (n 2 !). Thefat that u 2 Un for eah n follows from the fat that Sn 2 An � Dn and thede�nition of Dn. Sine we have assumed that Tn2! Un \ ��1(A) = ;, x does notbelong to A. Hene we have seen B \ A = ; as desired.We have shown the �rst item of Lemma 2.1.15. Next, we show the equiv-alene in the seond item of Lemma 2.1.15. For left to right, we assume A isP-measurable. Then the setD = fT 2 P j either [T ℄ \ A 2 IP or [T ℄ n A 2 IPgis dense and the set U = SfOT j T 2 Dg is open dense in St(P). Let U1 =SfOT j [T ℄ n A 2 IPg and U2 = SfOT j [T ℄ \ A 2 IPg. Then U = U1 [ U2.We laim that U1 \ U2 = ;. First we note that [T ℄ =2 IP (even [T ℄ =2 IP�) forany T 2 P. If [T ℄ is in IP for some T , then ��1([T ℄) is meager in St(P) by the�rst item of Lemma 2.1.15. Sine OT � ��1([T ℄) by Claim 2.1.16 (a), OT wouldbe also meager in St(P), whih would ontradit Lemma 2.1.1. Hene [T ℄ =2 IPfor any T 2 P. We show that U1 \U2 = ;. Suppose there is a u in U1 \U2. Thenthere are T1; T2 2 u with [T1℄ nA 2 IP and [T2℄ \A 2 IP. Sine u is a �lter, thereis a T3 in u with T3 � T1; T2. But then [T3℄ nA and [T3℄\A are both in IP, whihmeans [T3℄ itself is in IP. Contradition!Hene, it suÆes to show that U1 n ��1(A), U2 \ ��1(A) are meager beausethat will imply U14��1(A) is meager. We will only see that U2 \ ��1(A) ismeager. The ase for U1 n ��1(A) being meager is similar. By Fat 2.1.17, itsuÆes to see that OT \��1(A) is meager when [T ℄\A 2 IP. But if [T ℄\A 2 IP,then OT \��1(A) � ��1([T ℄\A) and ��1([T ℄\A) is meager by Claim 2.1.16 (a)and the �rst item of Lemma 2.1.15. Hene we are done.Now we see the diretion from right to left. Assume ��1(A) has the Baireproperty in St(P). Then there are open sets U1, U2 suh that U14��1(A),U24��1(!! n A) are meager. By Lemma 2.1.1, U1 \ U2 = ; and U1 [ U2 isopen dense in St(P). Let Di = fT 2 P j OT � Uig for i = 1; 2. Then D1 [D2 isdense in P. Hene by Lemma 2.1.12 (2), it suÆes to prove that [T ℄ nA 2 IP� foreah T in D1 and that [T ℄ \ A 2 IP� for eah T in D2.We only prove [T ℄nA 2 IP� for eah T inD1. By the �rst item of Lemma 2.1.15,it is enough to see that ��1([T ℄ n A) is meager in St(P). But by Claim 2.1.16,��1([T ℄nA) is almost the same as OT n��1(A). Sine T is in D1, by the de�nition



44 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesof U1, OT n ��1(A) is meager. This ompletes the proof of the seond item ofLemma 2.1.15.Note that if P satis�es the ondition in Lemma 2.1.12 (5), then we do notneed the properness of P for the proofs of Lemma 2.1.15.Before losing this setion, let us mention the onnetion between our frame-work and Zapletal's setting. In [91℄, Zapletal starts from a �-ideal I on a Polishspae X (a separable, ompletely metrizable spae) and onsiders the quotient ofthe set of all Borel sets in X modulo I and develops the general theory of this for-ing so-alled \idealized foring" as a Boolean algebra. The following propositionshows that our forings are all idealized forings:Proposition 2.1.18. Suppose P is a strongly arboreal, proper foring. Then themap i : P ! �B=IP�� n f0g de�ned byi(T ) = the equivalene lass represented by [T ℄;is a dense embedding, where B denotes the set of all Borel sets of the reals andB=IP� is the quotient Boolean algebra via IP�.Hene, our situation is a speial ase of Zapletal's.3Proof of Proposition 2.1.18. First we see that the map i is well-de�ned, i.e., [T ℄is not in IP� for eah T in P. But this is just the same argument as the proof of[T ℄ =2 IP for eah T in P in Lemma 2.1.15.It is lear that if T1 � T2, then i(T1) � i(T2). To show the onverse, assumeT1 � T2 and we prove that i(T1) � i(T2). Sine T1 � T2, there is a t 2 T1 whihis not in T2. By strong arborealness of P, (T1)t 2 P and [(T1)t℄ \ [T2℄ = ;. Henei((T1)t) � i(T2). Sine (T1)t � T1, i((T1)t) � i(T1). Therefore, i(T1) � i(T2).So it suÆes to show that the range of i is dense in �B=IP�� n f0g. Let B bea Borel set whih is not in IP�. We will �nd a T in P with [T ℄ n B 2 IP�. ByLemma 2.1.15, B is P-measurable. Sine B is not in IP�, there is a T suh that[T ℄ nB 2 IP, hene [T ℄ nB 2 IP� by Lemma 2.1.12, as desired.2.2 Foring absolutenessReall from x 1.12 that absoluteness is one of the entral notions in set theory,and it is the unhangingness of the truth-values of statements between modelsof set theory. Foring absoluteness is the absoluteness between ground modelsand their generi extensions, whih plays an important role in many areas in set3In [91, Corollary 2.1.5℄, Zapletal proved a more general result. In the orollary, the ideal Ihe onstruted is essentially the same as our IP�in the following sense: If we use bn = j _xgen(�n) =1j (n 2 !) instead of bt (t 2 <!2) for the generators of C, then Zapletal's I is exatly the sameas our IP� on Borel sets.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 45theory. In this setion, we fous on the foring absoluteness of statements inseond-order arithmeti. We start with its de�nition:De�nition 2.2.1 (�1n-P-absoluteness). Let P be a foring notion and n be anatural number with n � 1. Then �1n-P-absoluteness is the following statement:For any �1n formula ', real r in V , and P-generi �lter G over V ,V � '(r) if and only if V [G℄ � '(r).By de�nition, it is immediate that �1n-P-absoluteness is equivalent to �1n-P-absoluteness for eah P and eah n � 1, where �1n-P-absoluteness is de�nedsimilarly. By Theorem 1.12.3, �12-P-absoluteness holds for any P. How about�13-P-absoluteness? In L, �13-P-absoluteness fails if P adds a new real, i.e., thereis a new real in a generi extension by P. This is beause the statement \Thereis a non-onstrutible real" is �13 and it is true in a generi extension of L byP while it is false in L. On the other hand, typial foring axioms imply �13-P-absoluteness for many P, e.g., MA�1 implies �13-P-absoluteness for any  foringP.4 Sine one an fore MA�1 starting from a model of ZFC, the statement that�13-P-absoluteness holds for a  foring P is independent from ZFC. It is naturalto ask: When is the statement true and when is it not? We disuss this questionin x 2.4.From now on, we will restrit our attention to de�nable forings. Let n bea natural number with n � 1. A partial order P is provably �1n if there are �1nformula � and �1n formula  suh that the statement \� and  de�ne the samepartial order (P;�P) with the inompatibility relation ?P" is provable in ZFC.All the typial strongly arboreal forings are provably �12. We will need thisde�nability ondition for forings when we ompute the omplexity of IP�.In some of our results in x 2.4, we shall need a strengthening of the standardnotion of properness for de�nable forings. Let P be a provably �1n foring forsome n � 1. We say P is strongly proper if for any ountable transitive modelM ofa �nite fragment of ZFC, if P;�P;?P are absolute between M and V respetively,(i.e., PM ;�MP ;?MP are the same as P \M;�P \(M �M);?P\ (M �M) respe-tively), then for any ondition p in PM (or P \M), there is an (M;P)-generiondition q below p, i.e., if M � \A is a maximal antihain in P", then A \M ispredense below q.5 Let us ompare strong properness with properness. (For thede�nition of properness, see x 1.9.) Here (M;P)-generi onditions are the sameas (X;P)-generi onditions for a ountable elementary substruture X of H�: IfP is provably �1n for some n � 1, X is a ountable elementary substruture of4For the proof, see [5, Theorem 13℄. For basi de�nitions and properties of foring axioms,see [37℄.5Although we will not expliitly mention the �nite fragment of ZFC we will use for thede�nition of strong properness, it will be large enough that we an proeed all the arguments inthis hapter within the fragment as usual. From now on, we say \ountable transitive modelsof ZFC" instead of \ountable transitive models of a �nite fragment of ZFC" for simpliity.



46 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesH� for some large enough regular � and M is the transitive ollapse of X, then aondition p is (M;P)-generi if and only if it is (X;P)-generi in the usual sense.In partiular, if P is provably �1n for some n � 1 and strongly proper, then Pis proper. All the typial examples of proper, provably �12 forings are stronglyproper. But there is a , provably �13 foring whih is not strongly proper.6We use strong properness instead of properness as it allows us to leave outthe quanti�ation \2 H�" whih would inrease the omplexity of our statementsin the relevant results (Proposition 2.3.3, Theorem 2.4.8, Theorem 2.4.9) beyondprojetive.2.3 The transendene properties over inner mod-elsBy \transendene over an inner model M", we refer to properties that expressthat the universe is di�erent from M in some onrete sense. E.g., the property!M1 < !V1 is suh a transendene property; another transendene propertywould be \there are P-generis over M" for some nontrivial foring P. (Here,by inner models, we mean proper lass transitive models of ZFC.) In x 2.1, wehave seen that the generi �lters of any strongly arboreal foring an been seen asgeneri reals of the foring. All suh generi reals annot exist in a given groundmodel: A partial order P is alled non-trivial if for any ondition p in P there aretwo extensions q; r of p suh that they are inompatible (q?r). It is easy to seethat if P is non-trivial and G is a P-generi �lter over V , then G does not belongto V . Sine G an be oded by a generi real over V for eah strongly arborealforing, suh a generi real does not belong to V either. Hene the existene ofgeneri reals over an inner model M an be seen as a transendene property overM . Although this transendene property measures the di�erene of two modelsof set theory very well and often plays an important role in set theory of thereals, it is sometimes too strong when we onsider some spei� problems. Wenow introdue a weaker notion alled quasi-generi reals, whih are obvious gen-eralization of Cohen reals and random reals. This notion will give us the righttransendene property to haraterize the regularity properties for sets of reals.De�nition 2.3.1 (Brendle, Halbeisen, and L�owe [19℄). Let P be strongly arborealand M be a transitive model of ZFC. A real x is quasi-P-generi over M if for6Assuming !1 is not �1-Mahlo in L, Bagaria and Bosh onstruted a , provably �13 for-ing whih adds a real x suh that L[x℄ orretly omputes !1 (see the proof of [7, Theorem 6.1℄).This partial order is not strongly proper beause every �13 strongly proper foring preservesthe statement \L(R) is a Solovay model over L" by [6, Theorem 1℄ and this statement implies!1 > !L[a℄1 for every real a.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 47any Borel ode  in M with B 2 IP�, x is not in B, where B is the deodedBorel set from .Example 2.3.2.1. Cohen foring C : Quasi-C -generi reals are the same as Cohen reals byde�nition. Hene quasi-C -generiity oinides with C -generiity.2. Random foring B : Quasi-B -generi reals are the same as random reals byde�nition. Hene quasi-B -generiity oinides with B -generiity.3. Hehler foring D : Quasi-D -generi reals are the same as Hehler reals.Hene quasi-D -generiity oinides with D -generiity.4. Saks foring S: If M is an inner model of ZFC, quasi-S-generi reals overM are the reals whih are not in M beause any Borel set in IS� = NS is ountableand this is also true in M if the ode is in M by Shoen�eld absoluteness (theabsoluteness we mentioned in the paragraph after De�nition 2.2.1). Therefore,quasi-S-generiity does not oinide with S-generiity.The last example explains the di�erene between generiity and quasi-generiityfor non- strongly arboreal forings: There is a model of set theory where thereis a quasi-Saks-generi real over L but there is no Saks real over L, e.g., add oneCohen real over L. As is expeted, generiity implies quasi-generiity for all thetypial strongly arboreal forings and the onverse is true for most  forings:Proposition 2.3.3. Let P be a strongly arboreal, strongly proper, provably �12foring. Then1. The set f j B 2 IP�g is �12. Hene the statement \ odes a Borel set inIP�" is absolute between inner models of ZFC.2. Suppose P is also �11 and provably , i.e., there is a formula � de�ning Pand the statement \� is " is provable in ZFC. Then the set f j B 2 IP�g isalso �12 and hene �12.3. If M is a transitive model of ZFC and a real x is P-generi over M , then xis quasi-P-generi over M .4. Suppose P is provably . Then if M is an inner model of ZFC and a realx is quasi-P-generi over M , then x is P-generi over M .Proof. We show the �rst statement. By Lemma 2.1.15, a set of reals A is inIP� if and only if ��1(A) is meager in St(P). Hene, it suÆes to show thatf j ��1(B) is meagerg 2 �12.We prove the following:��1(B) is meager () (8M 3 ) �M : a .t.m. of ZFC (?)=) M � \��1(B) is meager"�:First note that the right hand side makes sense: The statement \P is a stronglyarboreal foring" is �12 by the assumption that P is provably �12, so by downward



48 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesabsoluteness, this is also true in M and then we an de�ne a P-name for a P-generi real and the funtion � in M . Sine the right hand side is �12, it suÆesto show the above equivalene.The following laim is the key point where we use the unfolded Banah-Mazurgames essentially:Claim 2.3.4. Let M be a ountable transitive model of ZFC with  2 M . IfM � \��1(B) is meager", then for any T 2 P \M , there is a T 0 � T suh thatOT 0 \ ��1(B) is meager in V .Proof of Claim 2.3.4. Take any T in P\M . Sine P is provably �12, P;�P;?P areabsolute between M and V . Hene M satis�es the assumption in the de�nitionof strong properness and we an take a T 0 � T suh that T 0 is (M;P)-generi bystrong properness of P.We show that T 0 satis�es the desired property, i.e., OT 0 \��1(B) is meager inV . For that, we will use the unfolded Banah-Mazur games introdued in x 1.8.Let U be a tree on !�!, reursive in  suh that B = p[U ℄ holds in any transitivemodel N of ZFC with  2 N , where p[U ℄ is the projetion of [U ℄ to the �rstoordinate.7 Sine � is ontinuous in dom(�) and ��1(B) = 9R(��id)�1([U ℄), wean apply Theorem 1.8.5 for A = ��1(B), F = (�� id)�1([U ℄) and X = dom(�)(or X = dom(�) \ OT 0).Sine dom(�) is omeager in St(P), it suÆes to show that player II has a win-ning strategy in the game G��u �(�� id)�1([U ℄); dom(�)\OT 0� (all it G0), namelyplayer I �rst hooses (S00; y0), where S00 � T 0. Sine M � \��1(B) is meager",by applying Theorem 1.8.5 in M , we an �nd a winning strategy � for playerII in the game G��u �(� � id)�1([U ℄); dom(�)� in M (all it GM). The idea is totransfer � to a winning strategy for player II in G0 in V . Instead of writing downa winning strategy for player II in G0, we desribe how to win the game G0 forplayer II as follows: I �S00 (� T 0); y0� (S20; y1) : : :G0 II S10 S30 : : :I (S0; y0) (S2; y1) : : :GM II S1 S3 : : :We onstrut sequenes hSn j n 2 !i, hSn0 j n 2 !i, hyn j n 2 !i with thefollowing properties:� �hSn0 j n 2 !i; hyn j n 2 !i� is a run in the game G0 in V ,� �hSn j n 2 !i; hyn j n 2 !i� is a run in the game GM in V ,7For the existene of suh U , see, e.g., [66, Theorem 7B.5℄.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 49� S2n0 and yn are arbitrarily hosen by player I for eah n,� player II follows � in GM , and� S2n+10 � S2n+1 for eah n.Assuming we have onstruted the above sequenes, we prove that player IIwins in the game G0. First note that GM is a losed game for player II, hene thestrategy � remains winning in V . Therefore, (�(u); y) =2 [U ℄ for any u 2 Tn2! OSnin V . But sine S2n+10 � S2n+1 for eah n, (�(u); y) =2 [U ℄ for any u 2 Tn2! OSn0 ,hene player II wins the game G0.We desribe how to onstrut the above sequenes. Suppose we have h(Si0; Si; yi) ji < 2ni for some n. We deide S2n0, S2n+10, S2n, S2n+1 and yn. By the aboveproperties, S2n0 and yn are arbitrarily hosen by player I and S2n+1 will be deidedby the rest and �. So let's deide S2n and S2n+10.Let D be the set of all possible andidates for S2n+1 by � and the previousplay hSi j i < 2ni; hyi j i < ni. Then in M , D is dense below S2n�1 (if n > 0).Sine S2n0 � S2n�10 � S2n�1 and T 0 is (M;P)-generi, D \M = D is predensebelow S2n0. Take an element from D whih is ompatible with S2n0 and hooseS2n so that the element we have taken beomes S2n+1 by � and let S2n+10 be aommon extension (in V ) of S2n0 and S2n+1. This �nishes the onstrution of thesequenes. � (Claim 2.3.4)Now let us prove the equivalene (?):Suppose ��1(B) is meager and assume there is a ountable transitive modelM of ZFC with  2 M suh that M � \��1(B) is not meager". We will derivea ontradition. Sine every Borel set is P-Baire, ��1(B) has the Baire propertyin M . Hene if ��1(B) is not meager in M , then there is a T 2 PM suh that��1(B) is omeager in OT (i.e., ��1(B) \ OT is omeager in OT ) in M . ByClaim 2.1.16 (b), ��1([T ℄nB) is almost inluded in the meager set OT n��1(B),hene, in M , ��1([T ℄ n B) is meager in St(P). Now apply the above laim forthe Borel set [T ℄ n B. Then we get a T 0 � T suh that OT 0 \ ��1([T ℄ n B)is meager in V . But this means that OT 0 is almost inluded in ��1(B). SineOT 0 is not meager by Lemma 2.1.1, ��1(B) is not meager, whih ontradits theassumption that ��1(B) is meager.For the other diretion, suppose the right hand side holds for ��1(B) and weshow that it is atually meager in V . By Fat 2.1.17, it suÆes to show that forany T in P, there is a T 0 � T suh that OT 0 \ ��1(B) is meager. So �x any Tand pik a ountable transitive model M with ; T 2 M . Then by Claim 2.3.4,there is a T 0 � T suh that OT 0 \ ��1(B) is meager, as desired.We next show the seond statement of this proposition. For that, it suÆes



50 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesto see the following by Lemma 2.1.15:��1(B) is meager () (9M 3 ) �M : a ountable transitive modelof ZFC and M � \��1(B) is meager"�() (8M 3 ) �M : a ountable transitive modelof ZFC =) M � \��1(B) is meager"�;where � = f _xG as before.We only show the �rst equivalene. For left to right, if we take a ountableelementary substruture X of H� for enough large � suh that X has all theessential elements, then the transitive ollapse of X will do the job for M in theright hand side.For right to left, take an M with the property in the right hand side. Theidea is the same as the proof of Claim 2.3.4 in the �rst item of Lemma 2.3.3. Thistime, we use the unfolded Banah-Mazur game G��u �(�� id)�1([U ℄)dom(�)� bothin M and V and translate a winning strategy in GM to the one in G0.By the assumption, in M , player II has a winning strategy �0 in GM . Theonstrution of a winning strategy for II in G0 in V from �0 is exatly the sameas Claim 2.3.4. But instead of using the (M;P)-generiity for a ondition T 0, weuse the following:Claim 2.3.5. Let D be a dense subset of P in M . Then D is predense in P in V .Proof of Claim 2.3.5. LetD be a dense subset of P inM . Then sine P is provably, in M , there is a ountable maximal antihain A � D. But sine P is �11, thestatement \a real odes a maximal antihain" is �11^�11 and therefore A remainsa maximal antihain in V . Hene D is predense in P in V . �(Claim 2:3:5)The rest is exatly the same as Claim 2.3.4.We show the third statement of this proposition. Let x be P-generi over M .Then the set Gx = fT 2 PM j x 2 [T ℄g is a PM -generi �lter over M . We showthat x =2 B when  is a Borel ode in M with B 2 IP�.First, we make a small observation about x and Borel sets with their odesin M . Let iM be the dense embedding from PM to ��B=IP�� n f0g�M de�ned inProposition 2.1.18 applied in M and iM� (Gx) be the �B=IP��-generi �lter over Mindued by iM and Gx. Using the fat that IP� is a �-ideal, it is routine to hekthat B 2 iM� (Gx) if and only if x 2 B for any Borel set B with a ode in M .Now let  be a Borel ode in M with B 2 IP� in V . By the �rst item of in thisproposition and the downward absoluteness for �12 formulas, M � \B 2 IP�".Suppose that x does belong to B. Then by the above observation, B 2 iM� (Gx).But this implies that M � \B =2 IP�", hene by upward absoluteness for �12formulas, B =2 IP�. Contradition!



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 51We show the last statement of this proposition. Let x be a quasi-P-generireal over M and put Gx = fT 2 PM j x 2 [T ℄g. We show that Gx is a PM -generi�lter over M .We �rst show that Gx meets every maximal antihain of PM in M . Take anymaximal antihain A of PM in M . Sine P is provably , A is ountable in M .Now onsider B = Sf[T ℄ j T 2 Ag. Then B is a Borel set with a ode in M andM � \!! nB 2 IP�". By the �rst item of this proposition, this is also true in V .Sine x is quasi-P-generi over M , x =2 !! nB, i.e., x is in B. Hene Gx meets A.Now we show that Gx is a �lter. Take any two elements T1; T2 in Gx. We will�nd a ommon extension of T1, T2 in Gx. Consider D = fS 2 P j ([S℄ \ [T1℄ =; and [S℄ \ [T2℄ = ;) or (S � T1 and [S℄ \ [T2℄ = ;) or (S � T2 and [S℄ \ [T2℄ =;) or (S � T1; T2)g in M . Then by strong arborealness of P, D is dense in M .Hene Gx meets D. Take a ondition S from Gx \D. Then only the last ase inD happens beause S 2 Gx () x 2 [S℄. Hene S � T1; T2. Therefore, Gx is aPM -generi �lter over M .2.4 The equivalene resultsIn x 1.8 and x 2.2, we have asked when every �12 set of reals has the Baire propertyand when �13-P-absoluteness holds for a strongly arboreal foring P. In fat,the answer to the �rst question is exatly the same as the one for the seondquestion, for Cohen foring: Bagaria [4℄ and Woodin [89℄ showed that every �12set of reals has the Baire property if and only if �13-C -absoluteness holds whereC is Cohen foring. They also proved the same equivalene holds for Lebesguemeasurability and random foring and the same holds for the Baire propertyfor dominating topology (D -measurability) and Hehler foring (see [42, 20℄).These are the typial ases for , strongly arboreal forings. How about non-forings? Halbeisen and Judah [30℄ showed the same equivalene for ompletelyRamseyness (R-measurability) and Mathias foring and the author [34℄ proved itfor the property not being a Bernstein set (S-measurability) and Saks foring.Therefore, the regularity properties for �12 sets and �13 foring absoluteness arelosely related. We an further onnet the transendene property over L withthese two properties: E.g., Judah and Shelah [43℄ proved that every �12 set ofreals has the Baire property if and only if for any real x, there is a Cohen realover L[x℄. They also proved the same equivalene for Lebesgue measurabilityand random reals. Similarly Brendle and L�owe [20℄ showed that there is no �12Bernstein set if and only if for any real x there is a real not in L[x℄. As we haveseen in x 2.3, these latter statements an be seen as the existene of quasi-generireals over L[x℄ for reals x while the existene of generi reals might not work, e.g.,for the last statement, there is a model of set theory where for any real x thereis a real not in L[x℄ but there is no Saks real over L.88For example, start with L and add !1 many Cohen reals.



52 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesIn this setion, we prove the above equivalene results for a wide lass ofstrongly arboreal forings in a uniform way and explore the equivalene betweenregularity properties for �13 sets (or �13 sets), �14 foring absoluteness, and thetransendene properties over the ore model K.Now we are ready to state our main theorems in this hapter:Theorem 2.4.1. Let P be a strongly arboreal, proper foring. Then the followingare equivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals is P-measurable, and2. �13-P-absoluteness holds.Theorem 2.4.2. Let P be a strongly arboreal, strongly proper, �12 foring. As-sume the following:f j  is a Borel ode and B 2 IP�g 2 �12: (�)Then the following are equivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals is P-measurable,2. �13-P-absoluteness holds, and3. For any real a and T 2 P, there is a quasi-P-generi real x 2 [T ℄ over L[a℄.Before going to the proofs of these theorems, let us see the general equivalenetheorem between P-Baireness and the foring absoluteness via P:Theorem 2.4.3 (Castells). Let P be a partial order. Then the following areequivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals is P-Baire, and2. �13-P-absoluteness holds.Proof. The idea for this argument goes bak to [25, Theorem 3.1℄.9We �rst show the diretion from P-Baireness to foring absoluteness. Weassume every �12-set of reals is P-Baire and we show that �13-P-absoluteness. Toderive a ontradition, suppose it fails. Then there are a �13 formula �, a reala, and a P-generi �lter G over V suh that V [G℄ � �(a) but V 2 �(a). Thisis beause any �13 formula is upward absolute from V to V [G℄ by Shoen�eldabsoluteness.Let  be the �11 formula suh that � = (9x) (8y)  . Then there are p 2 Gand a P-name � for a real suh that p  (8y)  (�; y; �a). By the assumption, inV , (8x) (9y) : (x; y; a). Sine  is a �11 formula, by the Kondô-Addison theo-rem [51℄, there is a�12 funtion g : !! ! !! suh that V � \(8x) : (x; g(x); a)".109We would like to thank Neus Castells for providing her notes with a proof of Theorem 2.4.3.Our statement of Theorem 2.4.3 and presentation of the proof di�er slightly from Castells's note.10Atually, g an be taken as a �11 funtion in this ase. But for the analogous argument forTheorem 2.4.7, we write �12.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 53Now we laim gÆf� is Baire measurable, where f� is de�ned in Lemma 2.1.2. ItsuÆes to hek that (gÆf� )�1([s℄) has the Baire property for eah �nite sequeneof natural numbers s, where [s℄ = fx 2 !! j x � sg, the basi open set from s inthe Baire spae. Take any suh s. Sine g is �12, the set g�1([s℄) is �12. By the�rst assumption, it is P-Baire, in partiular, f�1� g�1([s℄) = (g Æ f� )�1([s℄) has theBaire property in St(P).The idea is to approximate �; �gÆf� and a witness for  by a tree and using theabsoluteness of the wellfoundedness of the tree between V and V [G℄, we will derivea ontradition. Let T be a tree on ! � ! � ! suh that (8x; y) � (x; y; a) ()(9z) (x; y; z) 2 [T ℄�.Sine f�gÆf� (u) = g Æ f� (u) for omeager many u, there is a sequene hDn j n 2!i of dense open sets in P suh that f�gÆf� (u) = gÆf�(u) for eah u 2 Tn2!SfOp jp 2 Dng. Consider the following tree U on P � ! � ! � ! in V :(~p; s; t; v) 2 U () ~p is a dereasing sequene in P;if ~p = hpi j i < ni; then lh(s) = lh(t) = lh(v) = n;(s; t; v) 2 T; p0 = p; (8i < n) pi 2\j<iDj; and(8i < n) pi  \s�i � �; t�i � �gÆf� "We laim that U is wellfounded in V but ill-founded in V [G℄. Suppose thereis an in�nite path through U in V and all it (~p; x; y; z). Take any u 2 St(P)ontaining eah element in ~p (i.e., any ultra�lter on P extending the set ~p). Thenu 2 Tn2!SfOp j p 2 Dng and hene f�gÆf� (u) = g Æ f� (u). Furthermore, by thede�nition of f� and f�gÆf� , f� (u) = x, f�gÆf� (u) = g Æ f� (u) = y and (x; y; z) 2 [T ℄.But this implies  (x; g(x); a), ontraditing (8x) : (x; g(x); a) in V . Hene U iswellfounded in V . On the other hand, U is ertainly ill-founded in V [G℄ beauseG; �G = f� (G); �GgÆf� = g Æ f� (G) and a witness for  (�G; �GgÆf� ; a) easily give anin�nite path through U . Contradition!Next we show the diretion from foring absoluteness to P-Baireness. Takeany �12 set A and a Baire measurable funtion f from St(P) to the reals. Weshow that f�1(A) has the Baire property in St(P).Sine A is �12, there are �12 formulas � and  de�ning A with a real parametera, in partiular, (8x) �(x; a) ()  (x; a): (y)Note that this statement is �13(a). Hene by �13-absoluteness for P, the statement(y) remains true in V P. This is the only part we use the seond assumption.Now we use Shoen�eld trees to get the absolute tree representation for Aand !! n A between V and V P. Let � be suÆiently large so that � remainsunountable in V P. Let U1, U2 be Shoen�eld trees on !� � for � and  . Sine �remains unountable in V P, the Shoen�eld trees for � and  up to � onstruted



54 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesin V P are the same as U1, U2 respetively. Moreover, sine (y) remains true inV P, we have the following:A = p[U1℄; !! n A = p[U2℄;P \p[U1℄ [ p[U2℄ = !!; p[U1℄ \ p[U2℄ = ;":Let Di = fp j p  \�f 2 p[Ui℄"g and Oi = SfOp j p 2 Dig for i = 1; 2, where�f is from Lemma 2.1.2. Then D1 [ D2 is dense in P and any two elements piof Di are inompatible for i = 1; 2. Hene O1 [ O2 is dense open in St(P) andO1 \ O2 = ;. So it suÆes to show that Oi n f�1(p[Ui℄) is meager in St(P) fori = 1; 2.We only show that O1 n f�1(p[U1℄) is meager in St(P). By Fat 2.1.17, itsuÆes to show that Op n f�1(p[U1℄) is meager for eah p in D1. The followinglaim is the key point, where we use Banah-Mazur games essentially. Let � besuÆiently large regular ardinal.Claim 2.4.4. Let a be any set in H�. Then the set A of all G 2 St(P) suhthat there is a ountable elementary substruture X of H� with a 2 X suh thatG \X is P-generi over X is omeager in St(P).Proof of Claim 2.4.4. Fix a set a in H�. We prove the laim by using the Banah-Mazur game G���A; St(P)�. By Theorem 1.8.3, it suÆes to show that player IIhas a winning strategy in this game. Sine fOp j p 2 Pg forms a basis in St(P),we may assume that two players will pik elements of P instead of nonempty opensets in St(P).Instead of speifying a winning strategy for player II, we desribe how to winthe game for player II. We will also onstrut a�-dereasing sequene hpn j n 2 !iand an �-inreasing sequene hXn j n 2 !i of ountable elementary substruturesof H� suh that� a;P 2 X0, p2n�1; p2n 2 Xn,� p2n is arbitrarily hosen by player I, and� any dense set of P in Xn ontains pm for some m.We an easily arrange this onstrution by a standard book-keeping argument.Now we are done: Let X be the union of all Xn. Then for any G ontaining eahpn, G \X is P-generi over X beause G \X � fpn j n 2 !g and any dense setof P in X must ontain pm for some m. � (Claim 2.4.4)We now prove that Op n f�1(p[U1℄) is meager if p 2 D1. By the laim, it isenough to see that f(G) 2 p[U1℄ for G satisfying the property in the laim forsome suitable a and p 2 G. Also we may assume f(G) = f�f (G) beause it istrue for omeager many G by Lemma 2.1.2.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 55Take a ountable elementary substruture X of H� for G as in the laim fora = (P; U1; p; f; �f). Then G\X is P-generi over X. Sine p 2 D1, p  �f 2 p[U1℄and hene X � \p  �f 2 p[U1℄". Sine G\X � X, we an apply foring theoremto X and G \ X and get X[G \ X℄ � �G\Xf 2 p[U1℄. By upward absoluteness,�G\Xf 2 p[U1℄ in V . Note that �G\Xf = f�f (G) beause for any natural numbersm and n, �G\Xf (m) = n () (9p 2 G \X) p  �f ( �m) = �n() (9p 2 G) p  �f ( �m) = �n() f�f (G)(m) = n:Hene f(G) = f�f (G) 2 p[U1℄ as desired.Now we prove Theorem 2.4.1 and Theorem 2.4.2:Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. By Theorem 2.4.3, it suÆes to show that every �12set of reals is P-measurable if and only if every �12 set of reals is P-Baire. ByLemma 2.1.15, it is enough to see that every �12 set of reals is P-Baire assumingevery �12 set of reals is P-measurable.The following laim is the key point:Claim 2.4.5. Let P be a strongly arboreal, proper foring and � be a P-name fora real. Then for any T in P, there is a T 0 � T and a Borel funtion g : [T 0℄ ! !!suh that T 0  � = g( _xG).Proof of Claim 2.4.5. This is a ombination of Proposition 2.1.18 in this thesisand [90, Proposition 2.3.1℄.Now take any �12-set A and a Baire measurable funtion f from St(P) tothe reals. We show that f�1(A) has the Baire property. It suÆes to show thatfT j OT \ f�1(A) is meager or OT n f�1(A) is meagerg is dense in P.So take any T in P and we will �nd an extension S of T with the aboveproperty. By the above laim, there is a T 0 � T and a Borel funtion g : [T 0℄ !!! suh that T 0  �f = g( _xG), where �f is the P-name for a real de�ned inLemma 2.1.2. Hene, by Lemma 2.1.2, f = g Æ f _xG almost everywhere in OT 0.Sine g�1(A) is �12, it is P-measurable by the assumption. By Lemma 2.1.15,f�1_xG (g�1(A)) = (gÆf _xG)�1(A) has the Baire property. Hene f�1(A) has the Baireproperty in OT 0. In partiular, there is an S � T 0 suh that either OS \ f�1(A)is meager or OS n f�1(A) is meager, as desired.Proof of Theorem 2.4.2. We have seen the equivalene between the regularityproperty and foring absoluteness. We will show the diretion from foring abso-luteness to the transendene property and the diretion from the transendeneproperty to the regularity property.



56 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesWe �rst show the diretion from foring absoluteness to the transendeneproperty. Take a real a and T in P. We will �nd a quasi-P-generi real x overL[a℄ with x 2 [T ℄. But by the assumption (�), the statement \There is a quasi-P-generi real x over L[a℄ with x 2 [T ℄" is �13 and this is true in a generi extensionV [G℄ with T 2 G by the same argument as in Proposition 2.3.3. (Although Pmight not be provably �12 as we assumed in Proposition 2.3.3, we used it onlyto see M � B 2 IP� when B 2 IP� in V and this is ensured by the assumption(�) and Shoen�eld absoluteness without using P being provably �12.) Hene by�13-foring absoluteness, the statement is also true in V .We show the diretion from the transendene property to the regularity prop-erty. Take any �12 set A and we will show that A is P-measurable. Take any Tin P.Case 1: !L[a℄1 < !V1 for every real a.In this ase, we an atually show that every �12 set of reals is P-measurableas follows (now we assume A is �12 instead of �12): Pik a real a suh thatT 2 L[a℄ and A is �12(a) and L[a℄ ontains a parameter of the �12 de�nitionof P. Take a Shoen�eld tree U for A in L[a℄, i.e., A = p[U ℄ Then there isan extension T 0 � T in PL[a℄ suh that either L[a℄ � \T 0  _xG 2 p[U ℄" orL[a℄ � \T 0  _xG =2 p[U ℄", where _xG is a anonial P-name for a generi real. Wemay assume that L[a℄ � \T 0  _xG 2 p[U ℄". (The other ase is similar.)By the assumption, the set of all dense sets of PL[a℄ in L[a℄ is ountable. Henethere is a ountable transitive model M � L[a℄ of ZFC suh that M ontainsall the reals and all the dense subsets of PL[a℄ in L[a℄. (E.g., take a ountableelementary submodel of L�[a℄ ontaining all the reals and the dense subsets inL[a℄ and ollapse it.) Sine P is �12, L[a℄ omputes P orretly, M also omputesP orretly. Now we apply the strong properness of P and get an extensionT 00 � T suh that T 00 is (M;P)-generi ondition and hene also (L[a℄;P)-generi.Therefore maximal antihains in PL[a℄ stay maximal in V below T 00. Togetherwith the ondition that the set of all dense sets in L[a℄ is ountable, we anonlude that almost all the reals are P-generi over L[a℄ below T 00. Sine wehave L[a℄ � \T 0  _xG 2 p[U ℄", almost all the reals below T 00 belong to p[U ℄ = A,as desired.Case 2: !L[a℄1 = !V1 for some real a.The idea for this argument goes bak to [19, Proposition 2.1℄. Pik a real awith T 2 L[a℄ suh that !L[a℄1 = !V1 and A is �12(a). The idea is to deompose[T ℄ \ A and [T ℄ n A into Borel sets in an absolute way between L[a℄ and V ,then a Borel set ontaining a quasi-P-generi real over L[a℄ must be IP�-positiveand below that Borel set we will �nd an extension of T as a witness for theP-measurability of A.Sine [T ℄\A and [T ℄ nA are �12(a) sets, there are Shoen�eld trees U1 and U2in L[a℄ for [T ℄ \ A and [T ℄ n A respetively. From these trees, we an naturallydeompose [T ℄ \ A and [T ℄ n A into !1 many Borel sets as in [66, 2F.1{2F.3℄,



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 57i.e., there are sequenes h� j � < !1i, hd� j � < !1i of Borel odes in L[a℄suh that [T ℄ \ A = S�<!1 B� and [T ℄ n A = S�<!1 Bd� . The point is that theabove equations are absolute between L[a℄ and V beause those two sequenesonly depend on U1; U2, and !1, and we have !L[a℄1 = !V1 as we assumed.By assumption, there is a quasi-P-generi real x over L[a℄ with x 2 [T ℄. Henethere is an � < !1 suh that either x 2 B� or x 2 Bd�. Without loss of generality,we may assume x 2 B�. Sine � is in L[a℄, by the de�nition of quasi-P-generiity,B� is not in IP�. Sine every Borel set is P-measurable, there is a ondition T 0suh that [T 0℄ nB� 2 IP. Sine B� � [T ℄ \A, we have T 0 � T and [T 0℄ nA 2 IP,as desired.We do not know whether we ould eliminate the ondition (�) in Theorem 2.4.2under some reasonable assumptions for P. For further disussions about this issue,see x 2.6.So far we have investigated the onnetion between P-measurability for �12sets, �13-P-absoluteness, and the transendene property over L. How aboutP-measurability for �12 sets? Is there any suh equivalene? Solovay provedthat every �12 set has the Baire property if and only if for any real a, the setof all Cohen reals over L[a℄ is omeager. He also proved the same equivalenefor Lebesgue measurability and random reals. Similar equivalenes have beenobtained for other forings (see, e.g., [20, Proposition 5.12℄). We now give ageneral equivalene result for this phenomenon:Theorem 2.4.6. Let P be a strongly arboreal, strongly proper, �12 foring. As-sume f j  is a Borel ode and B 2 IP�g 2 �12; (�)and IP is Borel-generated or IP = NP; (��)where IP is Borel-generated if any element of IP is a subset of an element of IPwhih is Borel.Then the following are equivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals is P-measurable, and2. For any real a, !! n fx j x is quasi-P-generi over L[a℄g 2 IP�.The ideal IP is Borel-generated if P is  and IP = NP for all the typialnon- forings admitting a fusion argument as we disussed in Lemma 2.1.12.Hene the ondition (��) is always true for typial strongly arboreal forings.Proof. We show the diretion from the regularity property to the transendeneproperty. Take any real a and we show that the set A = fx j x is quasi-P-generiover L[a℄g is of measure one with respet to IP�. Suppose not. Then !! nA =2 IP�.



58 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesBy the assumption (�), !! nA is �12. So by the assumption 1, it is P-measurable.Hene there is a T in P suh that [T ℄ n (!! n A) = [T ℄ \ A 2 IP. We show thatthis annot happen.Case 1: IP is Borel-generated.Sine [T ℄ \ A 2 IP, there is a Borel set B � [T ℄ in IP suh that [T ℄ \ A � B.Let  be a Borel ode for B. By Theorem 2.4.2, there is a quasi-P-generi real xover L[a; ℄ with x 2 [T ℄. Sine B 2 IP, x =2 B. But this is impossible beause xis also quasi-P-generi over L[a℄ and hene x 2 [T ℄ \ A � B.Case 2: IP = NP.In this ase, [T ℄ \A is P-null, hene there is a T 0 � T suh that [T 0℄ \A = ;.By Theorem 2.4.2, there is a quasi-P-generi real x over L[a℄ with x 2 [T 0℄. Henex 2 [T 0℄ \ A, a ontradition.We now show the diretion from the transendene property to the regularityproperty. Take any �12 set A. We show that A is P-measurable. Let T be inP. We will �nd an extension T 0 of T approximating A as in the de�nition ofP-measurability. If [T ℄ \ A 2 IP�, we are done. So we assume [T ℄ \ A =2 IP�.Case 1: !L[a℄1 < !V1 for every real a.The same as Case 1 in Theorem 2.4.2.Case 2: !L[a℄1 = !V1 for some real a.Let a be a real suh that [T ℄ \ A is �12(a) and !L[a℄1 = !V1 . Then we have aShoen�eld tree in L[a℄ for [T ℄\A and we get an !1 many Borel deomposition of[T ℄\A into Borel sets fB� j � < !1g with � 2 L[a℄ for eah � as in the proof ofTheorem 2.4.2. Sine [T ℄\A =2 IP� and the set of quasi-P-generi reals over L[a℄ isof measure one with respet to IP� by the assumption 2, there is a quasi-P-generireal x over L[a℄ with x 2 [T ℄ \ A, so there is an � suh that x 2 B�.The rest is the same as in the proof from the transendene property to theregularity property in Theorem 2.4.2. Sine � 2 L[a℄ and x is quasi-P-generiover L[a℄, B� =2 IP�. Sine any Borel set is P-measurable, there is a T 0 in P suhthat [T 0℄ n B� 2 IP. But B� � [T ℄ \ A. Hene T 0 � T and [T 0℄ n A 2 IP, asdesired.We do not know if there is a foring absoluteness statement orrespondingto P-measurability for �12 sets in general. For some forings, it is true, e.g.,Judah [42℄ proved that �13-D -absoluteness is equivalent to the Baire property (inthe usual topology in the Baire spae) for all �12 sets. (The same equivaleneholds for amoeba foring and Lebesgue measurability.) But we do not know howto uniformly �nd a foring orresponding to P-measurability for �12 sets given P.We have linked P-measurability for �12 sets and �12 sets with foring abso-luteness and the transendene properties over L. How about P-measurability for�13 sets and �13 sets? Unfortunately we annot prove the equivalene betweenP-measurability for �13 sets and �14-P-absoluteness in ZFC in general, e.g., start



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 59from L and add !1 many Cohen reals, then in this model, �14-foring absolutenessfor Cohen foring holds but there is a �12 set of reals without the Baire property.With an additional assumption (sharps for sets), we will establish the analoguesof the equivalene results we have obtained for P-measurability for �13 sets and �13sets, �14-P-absoluteness, and the transendene property over the ore model K:Theorem 2.4.7. Let P be a strongly arboreal, proper foring.1. Assume that every real has a sharp and that �12-determinay fails. Thenif every �13 set of reals is P-measurable, then �14-P-absoluteness holds.2. Suppose that every set has a sharp. Then if �14-P-absoluteness holds, thenevery �13 set of reals is P-measurable.In partiular, if every set has a sharp, then either �12-determinay holds orevery �13 set of reals is P-measurable if and only if �14-P-absoluteness holds.Theorem 2.4.8. Let P be a strongly arboreal, strongly proper, provably �12foring. Suppose every real has a sharp. Then either �12-determinay holds orthe following are equivalent:1. Every �13 set of reals is P-measurable,2. �14-P-absoluteness holds, and3. For any real a and any T 2 P, there is a quasi-P-generi real x 2 [T ℄ overKa, where Ka is the ore model onstruted from a-mie.Theorem 2.4.9. Let P be a strongly arboreal, strongly proper, provably �12foring. Suppose every real has a sharp. AssumeIP is Borel-generated or IP = NP: (��)Then either �12-determinay holds or the following are equivalent:1. Every �13 set of reals is P-measurable, and2. For any real a, !! n fx j x is quasi-P-generi over Kag 2 IP�, where Ka isthe ore model onstruted from a-mie.Note that the additional assumption \Every set has a sharp" is equivalentto every �12 set of reals being P-Baire for any P (or universally Baire). So oursetting is that, assuming that �12 sets of reals behave niely for any foring P, weonsider the equivalene mentioned above.Also note that we do not need the analogue of the assumption (�) in Theo-rem 2.4.2 in the above theorems beause the set of all Borel odes whose deodesare in IP� is �12 as we proved in Proposition 2.3.3.Proof of Theorem 2.4.7. We start with proving the �rst item of this theorem,i.e., we show the diretion from the regularity property to foring absolutenessassuming that every real has a sharp and that �12-determinay fails. First notethat we may assume that every �13 set is P-Baire by the same argument forthe same diretion in Theorem 2.4.1. The argument is basially the same as in



60 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesTheorem 2.4.3. What we need is to uniformize a �12 relation by a �13 funtionas we uniformized a �11 relation by a �12 funtion in Theorem 2.4.3. The restis exatly the same. But suh uniformization is possible assuming the failure of�12-determinay.Theorem 2.4.10 (Folklore11). Suppose every real has a sharp. Then either �12-determinay holds or �13 has the uniformization property, i.e., any �13 relationan be uniformized by a �13 funtion.12Proof of Theorem 2.4.10. It suÆes to show that every �12 relation an be uni-formized by a �13 funtion. Suppose �12-determinay fails. By Theorem 1.12.5,there is a real a0 suh that for any a �T a0, the a-relativized version of the oremodel Ka exists and every �13 formula is absolute between Ka and V . (Reall that�T is the Turing order on the reals.) For eah a �T a0, let <a be the anonialgood �13(a) well-ordering on the reals in Ka ensured by Theorem 1.11.2. Given areal b and a �12(b) relation R, de�ne the uniformization funtion f as follows:f(x) = y () y is the <hx;a0;bi-least element with (x; y) 2 R,where hx; a0; bi is the real oding x; a0 and b. For eah x 2 dom(R), suh a yalways exists beause every �13 formula is absolute between Khx;a0;bi and V . So funiformizes R and onsidering the fat that <a is a good �13(a) well-ordering inKa for eah a �T a0 in a uniform way, it is easy to see that f is �13.Now we show the seond item of Theorem 2.4.7, i.e., the diretion from foringabsoluteness to the regularity property assuming sharps for sets. The argument isthe same as for the impliation in Theorem 2.4.3. By Theorem 1.12.4, it suÆesto hek that every real has a sharp in V [G℄ and uV2 = uV [G℄2 for any P-generi�lter G over V .We �rst show that every real has a sharp in V [G℄ whenever G is a P-generi�lter over V assuming sharps for sets in V . Take any P-generi �lter G over V anda real x in V [G℄. Let � be a P-name with �G = x. Sine we have a sharp for (�;P)in V , we have an elementary embedding j from L(�;P) to itself with ritial pointabove the ranks of � and P in V . Sine the ritial point of j is above the ranksof � and P, j preserves � and P and we an lift j to �| : L(�;P)[G℄ ! L(�;P)[G℄ inV [G℄ in the following standard way:�|(�G) = j(�)G;for any P-name � in L(�;P). Sine x = �G 2 L(�;P)[G℄, �|�L[x℄ gives us a non-trivial elementary embedding from L[x℄ to itself, hene x# exists as desired.11The author would like to thank Hugh Woodin for pointing out this fat to him.12Sine �12-determinay implies that �13 has the uniformization property, this fat states thedihotomy of the uniformization property for �13 and �13.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 61We now show that uV2 = uV [G℄2 for any P-generi �lter G over V whih will om-plete the proof. First note that u2 is the length of a provably �13 prewellorderinggiven in Shliht [75, Example 3.2.7℄ assuming sharps for reals. But by a resultof Shliht [75, Theorem 2.1.9℄, the length of the prewellordering is the same be-tween in V and V [G℄, assuming sharps for sets and P being proper. Therefore,uV2 = uV [G℄2 .Proof of Theorem 2.4.8. In Theorem 2.4.7, we have seen the equivalene betweenthe regularity property and foring absoluteness. We show the diretion fromforing absoluteness to the transendene property and the one from the tran-sendene property to the regularity property. (Note that the assumption, theexistene of sharps for reals, is weaker than the existene of sharps for sets. Butwe used sharps for sets only for (2) in Theorem 2.4.7, i.e., for the diretion fromforing absoluteness to the regularity property, whih we will not use here. Wewill prove the equivalene of the three statements just from sharps for reals.)We show the diretion from foring absoluteness to the transendene prop-erty. All we need is that the statement \there is a quasi-P-generi real x overKa with x 2 [T ℄" is �14 for eah real a and eah T 2 P. But this is true byProposition 2.3.3 and the fat that the set of reals in Ka is �13(a) in V .We now show the diretion from the transendene property to the regular-ity property. The argument is basially the same as the one in Theorem 2.4.2.Assume the failure of �12-determinay. By Theorem 1.12.5, there is a real a0suh that Ka exists and every �13 formula is absolute between Ka and V for anya �T a0.Case 1. !Ka1 < !V1 for every real a �T a0.As in Theorem 2.4.2, we an onlude that every �13 set of reals (even �13set of reals) is P-measurable by using the fat that every �13 formula is absolutebetween Ka for a �T a0.Case 2. !Ka1 = !V1 for some real a.We need the absolute deomposition of �13 sets into Borel sets between Kaand V for some real a �T a0. The following result is essential; its proof wasommuniated to us by Ralf Shindler:Theorem 2.4.11 (Shindler). If uKa2 < uV2 for every real a �T a0, then !Ka1 < !V1for every real a �T a0.Proof. Here we use the mahinery of inner model theory.For simpliity, we assume Ka0 = K and only prove !K1 < !V1 assuming uKa2 <uV2 for eah real a. The general ase will be proved in the same way.Toward a ontradition, we assume !K1 = !V1 . The following is the �rst point:Claim 2.4.12. Let a be a real. The mouse Kaj!1 is universal for ountable a-mie, i.e., M �� Kaj!1 for any ountable a-mouse M , where �� is the mouseorder.



62 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesProof of Claim 2.4.12. Suppose there is a ountable a-mouse M with M >�Kaj!1. Coiterate M and Kaj!1 and let T ;U be the resulting trees for M andKaj!1 respetively.Case 1: lh(T ) is ountable.Sine M >� Kaj!1, U does not have a drop. But then the last model ofU annot be an initial segment of the last model of T sine the length of T isountable, a ontradition.Case 2: lh(T ) is unountable.Sine M >� Kaj!1, U does not have a drop. If U was non-trivial, then the�nal model of U would be non-sound and ould not be a proper initial segmentof the �nal model of T . Hene U is trivial and Kaj!1 is an initial segment of the�nal model of T . But this means !1 is a limit of ritial points of embeddings viaT , hene !1 is inaessible in Ka, ontraditing the assumption !Ka1 = !K1 = !V1 .� (Claim 2.4.12)Case 1: There is a real a suh that a{ does not exist.This ase was taken are of by Steel and Welh. In [81, Lemma 3.6℄, theyassumed u2 = !2, whih is stronger than uKa2 < uV2 for eah real a, and provedthere is a ountable mouse stronger than Kj!1 with respet to mouse order. Butassuming !K1 = !V1 and the non-existene of 0{, we an run the same argumentonly assuming uK2 < uV2 and get the same onlusion. Furthermore, we an easilyrelativize this argument to Ka. Hene assuming !K1 = !V1 (even !Ka1 = !V1 ) andthe non-existene of a{, if uKa2 < uV2 , then there is an a-mouse stronger thanKaj!1 with respet to mouse order, whih ontradits the a-relativized version ofClaim 2.4.12.Case 2: For every real a, a{ exists.This ase is new. Sine uK2 < uV2 , there is a real a suh that uK2 < (!+1 )L[a℄.The idea is to use ay (whih exists sine a{ exists) and linearly iterate it with thelower measure in ay with length !1. Then the height of the last model is biggerthan uK2 sine uK2 < (!+1 )L[a℄. Now we restrit this linear iteration map to K inay onstruted up to the point with the top measure. The point is this is aniteration map on it and the �nal model of this iteration has height bigger thanuK2 . Sine it is a ountable mouse, by Claim 2.4.12, we get a ountable mouse in Kwith the same property, whih yields a ontradition by a standard boundednessargument.We disuss this idea in detail. Let i be the linear iteration map of ay derivedfrom the iterated ultrapower starting from the lower measure in it with length!1. Then the target N of i has height bigger than uK2 sine uK2 < (!+1 )L[a℄, theritial point of i goes to !1, and N has a ardinal bigger than !1 and a 2 N .Let Kayj
 be the K in ayj
, where 
 is the ritial point of the top measure in



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 63ay.13 Then Kayj
 is a mouse and we all it M .We laim that if we restrit i to M , then it is an iteration map on M . Sinei is from a linear iteration of ultrapowers via measures, by applying the resultof Shindler [72, Corollary 3.1℄ in eah ultrapower in the iteration, we an provethat the restrition of i to M is an iteration with length !1 (whih itself might bevery ompliated). Moreover, the �nal model of this iteration has height greaterthan uK2 beause i maps 
 greater than or equal to (!+1 )L[a℄. Let us all the treeof this iteration T and let M� be the �th iterate via T and iT�;� : M� ! M� bethe indued maps for � � � � !1.Sine M is a ountable mouse, by Claim 2.4.12, there is an �0 < !1 suhthat M �� Kj�0. We will show that Kj�0 has the same property, i.e., there isan iteration from Kj�0 with length !1 suh that the height of the �nal model isgreater than uK2 . (Note that there might be a drop.) Coiterate Kj�0 and M andlet � : M ! N be the resulting map. Note that there is no drop from the M -sidebeause M �� Kj�0.We will onstrut hN� j � � !1i, h�� : M� ! N� j � � !1i, and hiU�;� : N� !N� j � � � � !1i with the following properties:(1) The diagrams below all ommute,(2) M� �� N� �� M�+1 for eah �, i.e., they are equal with respet to mouseorder,(3) N� is the diret limit of N� (� < �) for limit �, and(4) iU�;�+1 and ��+1 are the maps resulting from the omparison between N�and M�+1 for eah �.Kj�0 ///o/o/o N = N0 iU0;1 // N1 iU1;2 // : : : // N� iU�;�+1 // : : : // N!1M = M0�=�0OO iT0;1 // M1�1OO iT1;2 // : : : // M���OO iT�;�+1 // : : : // M!1�!1OO
The above properties uniquely speify hN� j � � !1i, h�� : M� ! N� j � �!1i, and hiU�;� : N� ! N� j � � � � !1i. Hene it suÆes to hek (1) and (2)above for this onstrution.For (1), it suÆes to show that iU�;�+1 Æ �� = ��+1 Æ iT�;�+1 for eah �. By theDodd-Jensen Lemma (Theorem 1.11.4), any two iteration maps without dropsfrom a mouse to a mouse are the same. By (2) for �, ��, ��+1, iT�;�+1, and iU�;�+1are all iteration maps without drops. Hene we get the desired ommutativity.(2) follows from the fat that all the maps onstruted before are simple iterationmaps.Sine the height of N!1 is greater than or equal to that of M!1 , there is aniteration from Kj�0 with length !1 whose �nal model has height greater than uK2 ,13Note that ayj
 is a transitive model of ZFC and obviously there is no inner model with aWoodin ardinal in that model. Hene by Theorem 1.11.2, one an onstrut K in ayj
.



64 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity Propertiesas desired.Sine Kj�0 is in K and �0 is ountable in K, there is a real x in K odingKj�0. We show that the height of N!1 is less than (!+1 )L[x℄. In L[x℄, we ollapse!V1 with the foring Coll(!; !V1 ). Let g : ! ! !V1 be a generi surjetion over L[x℄.Sine Kj�0 is oded by x and the length of iteration is !V1 whih is ountable inL[x℄[g℄ witnessed by g, by the boundedness lemma in L[x℄[g℄, the height of N!1is less than !L[x℄[g℄1 = (!+1 )L[x℄, as desired. Sine x is in K, (!+1 )L[x℄ < uK2 andhene the height of N!1 is less than uK2 . But the height was greater than uK2 .Contradition!Now by the assumption in Case 2 and Theorem 2.4.11, there is a real a suhthat !Ka1 = !V1 and uKa2 = uV2 . By Theorem 1.12.4, the Martin-Solovay trees for�13 sets are absolute between Ka and V . Hene we get the absolute deompositionof �13 sets into Borel sets between Ka and V , as desired. The rest is exatly thesame as in Theorem 2.4.2.Proof of Theorem 2.4.9. The argument is exatly the same as Theorem 2.4.6 byreplaing L[a℄ with Ka and using the analogous fats about Ka stated in Theo-rem 1.11.2 and Theorem 1.12.5.2.5 AppliationsWe now use our theorems to answer some open questions in set theory of thereals.The �rst one is about Silver foring V, whose onditions are uniform perfettrees on 2 ordered by inlusion, where a tree T on 2 is uniform if for any two nodess and t of T with the same length, sahii 2 T () tahii 2 T for i = 0; 1. In [19℄,Brendle, Halbeisen, and L�owe proved that every �12 set of reals is V-measurableassuming that for any real a there is a quasi-V-generi real over L[a℄. Then theyasked whether the onverse is true. We answer this question positively:Proposition 2.5.1. Assume every �12 set of reals is V-measurable. Then for anyreal a, there is a quasi-V-generi real over L[a℄.Proof. Sine Silver foring is strongly arboreal and proper, by Theorem 2.4.2, itsuÆes to show that the set of Borel odes with B 2 IV� is �12. We use thefollowing fat:Fat 2.5.2 (Zapletal). Let G be the graph on !2 onneting two binary sequenesif they di�er in exatly one plae. Let I be the �-ideal generated by Borel G-independent sets (i.e., Borel sets in !2 suh that any two distint elements ofthem are not onneted by G). Then every analyti set is either in I or ontains[T ℄ for some T 2 V.Proof. See [90, Lemma 2.3.37℄.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 65We show how to use Fat 2.5.2 to prove Proposition 2.5.1. We �rst show thatI � IV. It suÆes to see that every Borel G-independent set is in NV. Take suhBorel set B. Sine every Borel set is V-measurable and IV = NV, for eah T 2 V,there is a T 0 � T suh that either [T 0℄ � B or [T 0℄ \ B = ;. But the formerase annot happen beause [T 0℄ ontains many G-dependent elements. Hene[T 0℄ \ B = ;. Therefore B is V-null.With the above fat, this means every Borel set is either in IV� or ontains [T ℄for some T 2 V. Sine sets in IV� annot ontain [T ℄ for some T in V, B 2 IV� ifand only if B is in I, i.e., it is the union of a ountable set of G-invariant Borelsets. This is easily seen to be �12, as desired.Regarding IV = NV, the following is a diret onsequene of Theorem 2.4.6and Proposition 2.5.1 (or an easy onsequene of [19, Lemma 3.1℄):14Corollary 2.5.3. The following are equivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals is V-measurable, and2. For any real a, the set of quasi-V-generi reals over L[a℄ is of measure onewith respet to NV.Another appliation is for eventually di�erent foring E by Brendle and L�owe [21℄.They used Theorem 2.4.6 to prove that the Baire property in eventually di�erenttopology for every �12 set of reals is equivalent to the statement \!1 is inaessibleby reals", i.e., for every real a, !V1 is inaessible in L[a℄, whih is the strongestregularity property for �12 sets (Hehler foring also has this feature).We state their results and their proofs here. Reall the de�nition of eventuallydi�erent foring from x 1.9 and the de�nition of the eventually di�erent topologyE from Example 2.1.6. Also, the meager ideal in the topology E is the same as IEby Example 2.1.6. As mentioned in 1.9, eventually di�erent foring is . Heneby Lemma 1.9 3., IE � = IE . By Proposition 2.1.8, the Baire property in thetopology E oinides with E -measurability. Sine E is provably  and simplyde�nable, by Proposition 2.3.3 (3), quasi-E -generiity is the same as E -generiity.Theorem 2.5.4 (Brendle and L�owe [21℄). The following are equivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals has the Baire property in the eventually di�erenttopology E ,2. �13-E -absoluteness holds, and3. For any real a, there is an E -generi real x over L[a℄.Proof. By Theorem 2.4.2, it suÆes to hek the ondition (�) in Theorem 2.4.2.But sine E is provably  and simply de�nable, the ondition (�) follows fromProposition 2.3.3 (2).14This answers [19, Question 3℄ positively.



66 Chapter 2. Games and Regularity PropertiesTheorem 2.5.5 (Brendle and L�owe [21℄). The following are equivalent:1. Every �12 set of reals has the Baire property in the eventually di�erenttopology E ,2. For any real a, the set of E -generi reals over L[a℄ is omeager in the even-tually di�erent topology E , and3. For any real a, !L[a℄1 < !1.Proof. For the equivalene between (1) and (2), by Theorem 2.4.6 it suÆes tosee that IE is Borel-generated. But as mentioned in the paragraph after Theo-rem 2.4.6, IP is Borel-generated if P is .We show the diretion from (3) to (2). Let a be a real. Sine E -generi realsover L[a℄ are the same as quasi-E -generi reals over L[a℄, it suÆes to show thatthe set of quasi-E -generi reals over L[a℄ is omeager in the topology E . Sine!L[a℄1 and CH holds in L[a℄, the set of Borel odes in L[a℄ is ountable in V . Henethe union of Borel meager sets in the topology E with a Borel ode in L[a℄ is alsomeager in the topology E . Therefore the set of quasi-E -generi reals over L[a℄ isomeager in the topology E .Next, we show the diretion from 2. to 3. Toward a ontradition, assumethere is a real a suh that !L[a℄1 = !1. Then, in L[a℄, there is a sequene hf� 2!! j � < !1i of pairwise eventually di�erent funtions, i.e., for any � < � < !1,there is a natural number n0 suh that f�(n) 6= f�(n) for all n � n0. For eah� < !1, let E� be the set of reals not eventually di�erent from f�. It is easy tosee that E� is meager in the topology E . The following is the key point:Theorem 2.5.6 (Brendle). If A is meager in the topology E , then the set f� <!1E� � Ag is ountable.Proof. See [54, Theorem 4.7℄.Sine E� is meager in the topology E with a Borel ode in L[a℄, by 3., S�<!1 E�must be meager in the topology E . But this ontradits Theorem 2.5.6.Brendle and L�owe have also investigated the relation between the Baire prop-erty in the eventually di�erent topology and other regularity properties. Here arethe relations they listed in their paper [21℄ as in Figure 2.1:In Figure 2.1, the letters B ; C ; D ; E ; L ; M ;R ;S, and V stand for random,Cohen, Hehler, eventually di�erent, Laver, Miller, Mathias, Saks, and Silverforing, respetively. �12(P) stands for the statement that every �12 set is P-measurable and the same for �12(P). All the non-existene of impliations means\one statement does not imply the other in ZFC", e.g., �12(R) does not imply�12(C ) in ZFC, exept for the non-impliations from �12(L) to and �12(V) andfrom �12(L) to �12(V) (it is urrently not known whether �12(L) does not im-ply �12(V) and whether �12(L) does not imply �12(V)). All the impliations and



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 67�12(E ) = �12(D ) #+OOOOOOO OOOOOOOw� wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww �12(B ) �&FFFFF FFFFF��s{ oooooooooooooo�12(R) = �12(R)�� �'GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG �12(C ) = �12(D )��qy kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk �12(E )s{ oooooooooooooo �12(B )
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�12(L) = �12(L)�� ? ((? -- �12(C )���12(V)��qy kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk�12(M ) = �12(M )�� �12(V)qy kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk�12(S) = �12(S)Figure 2.1: Regularity properties for �12 sets and �12 setsthe non-impliations not involving E have been known before their work and theyhave established the impliations and the non-impliations involving E using The-orem 2.4.2 and Theorem 2.4.6 in this hapter. Here haraterizing the regularityproperties in terms of the transendene properties over L (rather foring abso-luteness) is essential, whih was not known for eventually di�erent foring beforeour work.Using Theorem 2.4.8 and Theorem 2.4.9, we an establish the same implia-tions and non-impliations for �13 sets and �13 sets assuming sharps for reals asin Figure 2.2:Again, we do not know whether �13(L) does not imply �13(V) and whether�13(L) does not imply �13(V) assuming sharps for reals. The proofs of the impli-ations and non-impliations are exatly the same as for �12 sets and �12 sets byreplaing L with K. We suspet many of the impliations and the non-impliationsfor �13 sets and �13 sets we have shown above are also well-known to experts inthis area.2.6 Conlusion and QuestionsWe introdued two general regularity properties, P-Baireness and P-measurability,and redued the problems of P-measurability to ones of P-Baireness with theavor of Baire ategory and used Banah-Mazur games and their variants. Thenwe proved general equivalene theorems between the regularity properties, foring
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�13(L) = �13(L)�� ? ((? -- �13(C )���13(V)��qy kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk�13(M ) = �13(M )�� �13(V)qy kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk�13(S) = �13(S)Figure 2.2: Regularity properties for �13 sets and �13 setsabsoluteness, and transendene properties over some anonial inner models ina uniform way and applied the theorems to answer some open questions in settheory of the reals. This is one of the instanes where reduing problems to theones of in�nite games gives us lear intuition and solutions.We lose this hapter by raising several questions and disussing them.On IP and IP�. Although IP� is the same as IP for most ases as we have seenin Lemma 2.1.12, as in Question 2.1.11, we still do not know whether this is truein general. What we ould hope is that this is true at least for Borel sets:Question 2.6.1. Let P be a strongly arboreal, proper foring. Then an we proveB 2 IP if and only if B 2 IP� for any Borel set B?If this is true, we do not have to mention IP� in our theorems.On the ondition (�) in Theorem 2.4.2. It is interesting to give suÆientonditions for P satisfying (�) in Theorem 2.4.2, i.e., the set of all Borel odeswith B 2 IP� is �12. These onditions ould be de�nability onditions on IP� ordiretly on P. For the �rst ase, we have a useful suÆient ondition: We saythat a �-ideal I on the reals is �12 on �11 if for any analyti set A � !2� !!, theset f j A 2 Ig is �12. It is easy to hek that if IP� is �12 on �11, then (�) holds.Sine IP is �12 on �11 and IP = IP� for most ases, (�) is true for most P. For theseond ase, we ask the following:



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 69Question 2.6.2. Let P be a strongly arboreal, strongly proper, provably �12-foring. Then an we prove (�)?Although the ondition (�) is true for most typial forings, we have oneexample, namely Mathias foring, that we do not about the answer of the abovequestion. Solving this partiular question might give us another intuition of thisproblem.�12-determinay and �14-foring absoluteness. In Theorem 2.4.7, we usethe failure of �12-determinay to prove the equivalene between the regularityproperty and foring absoluteness. But it ould be that both are onsequenes of�12-determinay. Sine we have not used the failure of �12-determinay for thediretion from foring absoluteness to the regularity property, it is enough to askwhether �12-determinay implies �14-foring absoluteness:Question 2.6.3. Suppose �12-determinay holds. Then an we prove �14-P-absoluteness for eah strongly arboreal, proper, provably �12-foring P?Sharps for sets vs. sharps for reals. In Theorem 2.4.7, we have assumedthe existene of sharps for sets. Sine the result is about reals, it is natural toask whether we an redue this assumption to sharps for reals. The obstale iswhether proper forings preserve the statement \every real has a sharp" and u2:Question 2.6.4. Suppose every real has a sharp. Let P be a strongly arboreal,proper, provably �12-foring. Then an we prove that every real has a sharp inV P and uV2 = uV P2 ?Finally, we show that in the ase of provably , �11-forings, things workperfetly:Proposition 2.6.5. Let P be a strongly arboreal, provably , �11-foring. Then:1. IP = IP�.2. IP is Borel-generated.3. The ondition (�) holds. Moreover, f j B 2 IP�g 2 �12.4. Let M be a transitive model of ZFC. Then a real x is P-generi over M ifand only if x is quasi-P-generi over M .5. If �12-determinay holds, then so does �14-P-absoluteness.6. If every real has a sharp, then every real has a sharp also in V P and uV2 =uV P2 .Proof. (1) is already mentioned in Lemma 2.1.12, (2) is already mentioned in theparagraph after Theorem 2.4.6, and (3) is already shown in Proposition 2.3.3.The argument for (4) is exatly the same as for Lemma 2.3.3. For (5), see [75,Lemma 2.2.4℄. For (6), see [75, Lemma 2.2.2, Theorem 2.2.7, Example 3.2.7℄.Note that the assumption of Proposition 2.6.5 is true for all the typial ,strongly arboreal forings.




